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Deemo songs locked

B: Pages with mathematical errors, pages with math processing errors, imaging, sharing editorial notes for the story, see Storyline. Growing the tree in the piano room is the initial goal of the game and serves as a measure of the progress of the game. For every song Deemo plays, the tree grows taller at a certain height.
Later in the game, the tree stops growing and building the staircase upstairs becomes the new goal, with mechanics similar as the wood. Tree[Edit | Edit Source] A minimum rating of 61.00% is required to clear a chart. If a chart is not cleared, the ranking appears in red digits and tree growth is fixed at 0.010m. When a
chart is cleared, the corresponding increase in tree height is calculated as follows: rating (at × 0.001 m/% + growth bonus growth[Edit | edit source] Growth bonus can only be received once per chart. It is awarded for: First Clear: +0.200m Fully Integrated First: +0.150m First All Adorable: +0.200m The first bonus all
automatically charming stacks with the first full combined bonus if fully integrated has not yet been purchased. It can be obtained by purchasing All Charming for the first time cleaning the song and its difficulty. \text{ (clear first)}+0.150 m\text{ (fully combined)}+0.+0.+ 0.0.+0.&lt;/a0 200 m/text{ (all charming)}\\=0.650m}
Interlude[Edit | 20.000m wooden height , the blossom memory is unlocked and the tree can no longer grow until the following procedure is complete: Clear another song to open the memory in the trees. Select the painting in the attic to open the memory of where it's going and gain access to the basement. Select the
piano in the basement (instead of selecting Play) and select Start. Clear the song below (see Basement for Song and Difficulty). After clearing the song, the new tree memory is unlocked and the height of the tree immediately fires to 30.000m. The tree can keep growing. Gallery [Edit | Edit source] Staircase[Editing | Edit
source] After reaching 50.000m wooden height and choosing the door on the upper stairs, memory you can't go game and then opens the top floor. This pariah, the tree no longer grows, but a staircase moves upwards in its place towards a floating platform (which moves the little girl to the exit). The staircase was
introduced in Update 2.0 to enable progress after achieving the maximum tree height. When you first go to the top floor, the staircase still doesn't exist, but for every bleeding song plays, it builds and progresses towards completion by a certain percentage. The height of the staircase ranges from 0% to 100%. The
formula for calculating the increase in staircase height is: rating (×%) No bonuses. Building the maximum achievable staircase clarifies one song is 4,000%. Remarks[Edit | edit source] The height of the tree displayed is rounded to the nearest 0.001m and the height of the staircase to the nearest 0.001, but this value
storage variable has higher accuracy. Since there is no growth bonus for staircase height, it is recommended to clear songs which have been cleaned in the past, so that potential growth bonuses can be switched to forgotten hourglass playthroughs. Trivia[Edit | edit source] Before update 2.0, the maximum tree height
was 20.000 m. As of version 2.0, the maximum tree height has been increased to 50.000 m. The staircase system and light reactor were introduced. As of version 3.0, a light system has been improved. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Editing comment sharing community
content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Hello! I've had this game for a while but just yesterday I purchased it and started playing it often. I've almost fully edited all the songs on collections 1A, 1B, and collaboration (although I don't think I've opened any song on 1B and collaboration yet). My tree
is currently at 10.506m. I was wondering if there was a way to open new collections. Otherwise, do I have to play the same songs over and over again in various difficulties (I have no problem doing this btw)?? Any answer would be appreciated. Page 2 6 Game Notes: Deemo RebornPeripherals: Can use PSVR (highly
recommended)Time 100%: 20-25h + Difficulty: 9/10 (much less if you use PSVR)Trophies to miss: None.Author: SeanWelcome trophy guide for reborn dimo. It can also be considered a tutorial and can be used for PlayStation 4, Xbox One and Steam. Achievements for Steam and Xbox are in almost all cases the same
as playstation 4 trophies. A roadmap is provided in the steps below. Follow us on Twitter for the latest news and gifts. Step 1 – Win the game. DEEMO Reborn has no trophies to miss. After the game is overshadowed, you create a save file where you can reload to continue playing. A lot of the items in the game require
items from the rooms that are even more locked in the game or a postgame item. So your main goal will be to complete the DEEMO. To promote the game you will need to grow the tree by playing music, at some intervals there will be cutscenes. How many times, you'll need to promote rooms and puzzles to promote the
story before the tree grows again, so checking the menu and looking at your current goal will help you with that. At the end of the growth of the tree will be replaced by the progression of the construction of stairs which designates the last part of the game. As for the music you play, it is recommended that since you have
to complete all the songs on 2 different charts (the selected difficulties) that you play the whole game on normal. When you complete the last song normally, go through hard and get 80% on each song. Everything is tracked in the game Will open as long as you have the full set in every room except the trophies with egg
trophy symbols. So follow the room trophies underneath or the piano, Underpass, balcony, roof at this point as they don't have their own trophy and you will achieve each trophy (minus the egg symbol trophies) without a problem. Remember to treat the trophies with the egg trophy symbol as they are trophies should.
Note: Not everything is available in the rooms from the first controller, the rooms gradually get more to open as you progress the game. Upon completion of the game you will earn:MusicAnima Sheet + Storm + Eterno + Liar + Place Your Bets + Last Blossom Sheet ItemMusic Key Gold Origami Music Sheet Complete
Puzzle.Music Sheet 9/91) is on the floor.2) Is on the floor.3) Found on the floor.3) Found On the floor.3) is on the floor.3) Check the tree (not the music one) and then ask DEEMO to pick it fruit.5)Found on the floor.6) found on the floor.7) Is on the floor.9) Around tree growth 17~20m it will start to lose foli. You must grab
these 4 pieces in a row successfully to get this Light Music.Rune Sheet 1/1Refer to 'Ran Collector's Puzzle Run Around: Puzzle For Quite Some Time. You'll first need to open the Run board by completing the Run Collector Trophy. Opening this huge stone slur will reveal the puzzle itself. This puzzle also needs five
pendants. You will need to win the game to get the music box key as all pendants are locked in different music boxes. Visit the music boxes located in loft room, bookroom, roof, stack room and lobby on the second floor. With all of the above done, you can now visit the piano room and complete the puzzle. Pendants will
be placed automatically, you just need to rearrange the order as follows (starting from the front in the middle and going clockwise): snowflake, small demon, piano, fairy, lion. Look for a guide in the picture below. Music Puzzle Sheet 2/21) Hidden in an image frame on the page during the descent of the stairs.2) Hidden
behind the railing, you can reach it with Duster.Item 1/11) Ball with screw at the bottom – take it off the railing. Doll 1/1 The doll on a shelf. Try to get to him without succeeding. Go find it and ask Dedemo to accept it. Sometimes Dimo stands off-screen in the hallway, just come back later. Light Run 1/1Syfer L'Ran
Collector's Frame PuzzleTilt Controller to move the ball. Hit the appropriate sides with the locks in order. Windmill puzzle you will find the solution in the book in the stack room. From the beginning (going clockwise) white – red – green – purple – blue. Below is a picture from the book. Windmill Puzzle Sheet Music 3/31)
Solve the constellation puzzle.2) Use a feather cloth on the railing to scare the owl. Characters will fall.3) hidden with the doll. Item 1/11) Part adjusting focal length – laying on the floor. Doll 1/1 The doll hangs from a rope. You'll find it from the balcony, tied to Of the railing legs. Run Lite 1/1Refer to Run Collector for more
information. Flower puzzle to the left (facing) of the door you will find a flower puzzle past the bushes. The solution is arranging the flowers to the right of the door through shrubs. Look at the pictures below. In the constellation Jigsaw Puzzle you have to put the constellations in the right place and the balcony at the
bottom. The problem with this puzzle is the movement of parts. Here's the solution. Flower Puzzle Image Sheet Music 4/41) To the left of the hole, there is a shrub you can walk through. It will be in the bushes.2) on the stairs as you climb them.3) Inside the jukebox.4) Under the doll. Item 1/11) Piano pendant – inside
music boxDole 1/1 on the stage near the gate. Run Lite 1/1Refer to Run Collector for more information. Trophies are reborn Collecting all trophies at DEEMO -Reborn- HelloFarwell Time You'll earn it for completing the epilogue of reborn dimo. The MasterSpeed puzzle all the puzzles in the castle what this trophy entails
is pretty much the culmination of all other room trophies and rooms being at 100%. This includes the puzzles that clear the way for different bodies as well. So if you got 100% of the rooms and worked for the sketches, it would come. MasterPlay game rate The hard chart of all songs and achieve a score of 80% or higher
on all of them this is the culmination of the difficulty of DEEMO. Between sliding notes, 3+ clicks of note, hundreds 100 characters in songs, and much more even 80% is an Olympic task. There's really no easier way to do this unless you're playing in VR mode and then it's still tough. You have to practice and get to know
every song, and find your rhythm. Whether it's setting the song speed to 1 or 8, changing the calibration, among many others. The only thing that can really be said is that DEEMO doesn't punish you for your accuracy, you can press the wrong key or make a mistake and it won't break your combo. You just have to make
sure you don't miss comments and press the wrong key in the comments. The 80% really relies on the combos you build, so try with all your might not to bring them down. All these tunesPlay at least 2 charts (difficulty level) on all songs not a hard trophy as long as you play all the songs, but you need the hard difficulty
songs for the cup so you have to pair it with it. The game follows the songs we played. To the left of the selection the difficulty will be a point. Dots represent the situation you didn't play. To get this trophy every song has to have one or less left on it. Practice makes PerfectAchieve all lovely on 30 different charts and a
particularly difficult trophy as this requires very precise timing whether VR or on TV. It is recommended to do so on lower-level songs as they have fewer notes and are generally less complicated to do. Find your top 30 and practice is all you can really say. You can change the song settings, but for each person it will be
different. Find a convenient setting for you. What you're looking for are charming hits. If you press a key with the right timing, it will lighter yellow and say lovely under the combined meter. You have to get it on every note. Golden CarouselObtain the golden sheet music in the PianoRefer room for the Piano section in the
above steps for more details. Ran Aspen collects all sessions on the stone panels in the piano room and has a huge slate with slots for 10 runes. Here are all 10 locations:Piano Room: After opening the book room, step on all blue lights in the water. Book Room: Turn off all the lights. Loft Room: Turn off the 3 lights. To
the left of the entrance, put on the mask you find. Slide right and display the graffiti of the wall. Once you're out of mask mode, na reveal herself. Underground Road: Windmill Puzzle. You'll find the solution in the book in the stack room. From the beginning (going clockwise) white – red – green – purple – blue.basement:
you need the water picked up so you can access the puzzle by the floating platform. It's a rotation puzzle based on the seasons. See The World Below for a solution. Second floor: You will need to complete the musical note puzzle. When you solve the puzzle it will fly out of the container. See Long Trip for the solution.
Trophy Room: There is a peg puzzle behind the masked lady's chair. Solving this will reward you on the run. Check out the lady's room masked for a solution. Stack Room: Behind the room with broken panels (feather cloth needed) you will find a bush. Interact with it several times to get it. Balcony: Finish the wallflower
puzzle. Refer to the balcony section in the steps above.Roof: This one is finnicky. After you complete the game, leave the room and return. Standing at the bottom of the stairs, staring at the window in the ceiling. Your character needs to do some commentary. It takes some commentary before it explodes though. You
might have to take some stairs, walk around on landing, and get a little wiggle, but keep staring at the window. Music in cherry blossomsThe golden sheet music in the book room See the Librarian for more details. Sherbods found all the sketches in the castle and has a total of 12 sketches found in the reborn DEEMO.
The picture inside the music boxes doesn't count for it. Below fill find all 12 locations:Book Room:1) hidden within a book. 2)Hidden in a stack of books on the floor.3) inside the treasure chest. Loft Room:1) Stands out from a book lying flat on the hut.2) Hidden behind bottles in the cupboard. Underpass:1) Used both ball
with screw at the bottom at the railing. It'll open a hidden stairwell. Cup Room: 1) On the nightstad, in the book. Near where the lady sleeps in the mask.2) inside the closet, in the book. Room Stack: 1) Complete the banner puzzle to find it under the stairs. Balcony: 1) Go through some bushes with a fairy lantern to find it
on the floor. Roof: 1) The stone railing left the southeast front of the piano. Second floor: 1) Tucked behind the vase of flowers. Why is there... A wooden bud here? After your first show, you'll have another cutter. This is where you'll get this trophy. I miss YouPlay song and miss all the comments do just like the trophy
countries. Start a song, put down the cattle and come back at 5m. You shouldn't play the song at all. 1 PerfectFirst Perfect PerformanceGet for 'Practice Makes Perfect' for more details. Mendoras is kind of weird... Creature? Inside the Stack Room you will find a room on board. To access this, you'll need the feather
cloth. While that part came aboard you'll find a bush with a yellow creature stuck in it. Get this creature out by testing it. It's not going to explode the first time you get it out. It should take about 4 separate withdrawals, so you'll have to leave and return to the Stack Room at a time. DetectiveRecover painting all the murals
in the trophy room in the trophy room will have a lot of empty frames. These frames will be filled in when you unlock the appropriate music sheets. The easiest way to go about it is to visit the trophy room after you've finished, or close to, all the puzzles of the other rooms. Good ideas there's no puzzle the feathered
metallic can't solve. The first step is to get the feather cloth from the cartridge room, because that's what it takes to do these puzzles. The mission of this trophy is to use the feather cloth in all the required places you encounter. The rooms with feather cloth puzzles are: the bottom, loft room, balcony, and stack room.
Mirai Hide and SeekMirai's Castle Adventures for this trophy you will need to find every hidden doll in the castle. Under each cup 'room' respectively, plus a few stages, you will find all the locations dolls.You only need to hunt this game after the game or late as you need late game items to find them. Memories are the
ones... My memories? Opening the door behind the vines in the stock room will bring you to a flashback scene. Completing this flashback scenario has got to get you this trophy. LightingAll castleThis description for this trophy may seem daunting but it really isn't, the first step is to get the firefly lantern from the trophy
room, as it is what it takes to light up. The mission of this trophy is to use a flashlight in dark places you encounter. The rooms with dark places are: trophy room, bookroom, stack room, loft room, and balcony. First debut when you first get control of your character you will make an appearance on the piano. The first gig is
a dream about easy/LV. 1. Dream builders watch all the credits after you complete the roof you'll have stairs to climb. At the top of these stairs you can communicate with something to start the epilogue. You'll get it after you watch it all. The PerformerPlay at least 2 charts (difficulty level) in 30 different songsRemove to
all these tunes for Details. PianistPlay at least 2 charts (difficulty level) on 50 different songsRemove to all these melodies for more details. I believe it should be... Okay, right? While on the roof go stand right next to the huge hole. You'll have to wait a while (put down the cattle), but the littl girl will make a leap of faith
automatically. You can't go... I won't let you go forward! After you grow your tree to 50m the vines in the stock room will return. Go open the door and this trophy will be yours. Librarian Include all the secrets in the origami gold school room music sheet 1/1 Complete the seasons frame Puzzle.Sheet Music 9/91) is on the
floor.2) Interact with the bookshelf with the note, Then use the stool to get to it.3) from the floor puzzle.4) After completing the book puzzle.5) found in the stack of books the lady threw around.6) inside the treasure chest.7) Hidden with the doll.8) Using a fairy lantern you will find a compartment hidden on a dark shelf from
the book puzzle.9) inside the jukebox.item 6 /61) Bookmark – Semen – found in a book.2)Bookmark – Sun – Found inside a book.3)Bookmark – Rain – Found inside a book.2)Bookmark – Rain – Found inside a book.2)Bookmark – Sun – Found inside a book.3)Bookmark – Rain – found inside a book.2 book.4)Bookmark
– Snow – found inside a book.5) The lost bookmark of the masked lady – is found in the stack of books she threw around.6) Lion pendant – inside the music boxDoll 1/1 is under the table. Light Run 1/1Refer to 'Floor Puzzle Collector Vena: There will be a tile in the ringed tile set. With black and red/brown dots. They
represent the lights in the room. Turn off the lights that match the black dots on the tile floor. Book Jigsaw: There is a set of books with spikes arranged in law. You need to set them up. The image below shows the solution. Frame Puzzle Seasons: After you have all 4 bookmarks, interact with the picture frame. You'll
have to arrange them like: semen, rain, sun, snow. Now pull the l-l. Puzzle Book Seasons New Wooden Puzzle Frame Looks The tree grows taller and taller! As soon as you get to the basement, you'll find a new piano. After you play your first song on this piano, there's going to be a sediment. After these cuts, that's
when you're going to earn that trophy. Melody &amp; TreeIt Sprout ~ 'It' it refers to is the tree that grows from your playing. The sprout of this tree happens around 4m. GrowingThe bud tree seems to grow with the music 'tree bud' this trophy speaks to should be a growth of around 7.50m. When can I go home the cuts
required to earn this trophy will happen when you grow your tree to 10m high. Music at the TableObtain the Golden Sheet Music in the Loft Room Refer to the 'Mysterious Loft' for more details. Mysterious LoftSolve All secrets in the origami loft room gold music sheet 1/1 Complete the icon puzzle.Music sheet 6/61) on
the floor under tire.2) Solve the metronum puzzle.3)The floor puzzle.4) hidden with the doll through a dark corridor. Flashlight required.5) on the floor. Requires feather cloth to sweep Glass F.6) inside the music box.item 5/51)An embedded copper plate – found on hutch.2) winds a key – inside a drawer.3) Key treasure –
inside a drawer.4) Hand-skeleton candlestick – is on the table.5) A small breast pendant – inside the music box.Doll 1/1 Hidden through a dark corridor. The warden is required. Light Run 1/1Refer 'Ran Collector'Metronum Jigsaw Puzzle: Using the winding key you can fix the metronum. You'll have to adjust it to that of
the speaker. This is the upper white classroom of the middle, see the picture below for the exact location. Floor Puzzle: Run on the tiles in front of the last hut and eventually one of the tiles will roll over. Follow the arrows and flip more. Eventually, the sheet of music will come out. See the image below for the first tile.
Puzzle Icon: Using the embedded copper plate you found on the table will activate the first of 2 puzzles. You'll have to replace symbols in their right places. Search below part 1.For part 2 you will need to interact with the box you have the copper board embedded in the second puzzle, you will need to hit the pieces to
match with part 1. See the image below for the guide. Chest Jigsaw Puzzle: There are 2 sculptures next to the huge picture in this room. You'll have to come back after the tree reaches 20m before you can communicate with them. Using the skeleton hand candlestick on which to start the puzzles. On your right chest
you'll have to compete with rock, paper, scissors. You'll have to win the first hand and draw on the other hand. On the left you will return some windows and sculptures in this room: 4 windows and 3 sculptures. Metronum Puzzle Puzzle Fluorpell Part 1Bell Puzzle Part 2 Tree Blossom... Flower blossom tree in this game
happens at 15m. LeaveLooks looks like you're having fun ~ The fun time event for this trophy will happen when the tree reaches 17m. Where does it go where this painting is attached? Once the tree grows to 20m, the painting in the loft will be activated. You're going to have to go through that painting to earn it. Note:
Check the chest puzzle in a mysterious loft trophy. Music In the sailboatObtain the golden sheet music in the lobby on the second floor refer to the 'long trip' for more details. The precious view of the lady in her little secret mask as you complete the item parts for each room, you come across telescope parts (one in the
stack room, the other on the balcony). When you have both pieces, fix the telescope on the balcony. You'll get that trophy when you look through it and come back out. The long drive repaying all the secrets in the second floor music lobby gold sheet 1/1 completed the boat puzzle.Music sheet 7/71) lying on the
floor.2)Hidden in the bush.3) Hidden with the doll .71) 4) Hidden in a safe tree.5) In a musical note Puzzle.6) You'll find it on the floor outside the balcony door.7) Inside the music box.Item 5/51)Strange section I – Hidden in the tree Section II – Inside the Musical Note Puzzle.3)Strange Section III – Bottom of the Weather
Sabbath.4) The fourth strange section – hidden in a stack of books.5) Snowflake Pendant – Inside the jukebox.1/1Stuck doll in the tree, shake it to get it. Light Run 1/1Refer for 'Collector and Ne'Wood Puzzle SafeLook pictured below for the combination. Musical note puzzle you have to follow bigger and fewer than signs
for musical notes with beats. Find the solutions for the images below. Boat jigsaw puzzle with all 4 pieces you can build the piece in the middle. With this place the boat on the locations inside the map that you find in the fine books it shows take a look at the picture below. Tree Puzzle Safe Music Note Jigsaw Puzzle 1
Music Note Puzzle 2Boat Puzzle Music Garden MistyObtain The Golden Sheet Music in the Trophy Room Refer to the 'Masked Lady Room' for more details. The masked lady's room has all the secrets in the gold origami trophy room and a music sheet filled with the picture shadow jigsaw puzzle.Music Sheet 2/2 1) with
Doll.2) inside a closet. Item 11/111) Scary mask – floor 2.2) Shot – in a lamp next to the lady in the mask.3) Projector handle – Masked lady drops it after being scared.4) Roll of film – on the dresser behind the chair of the masked lady.5) Flashlight – on a table on the wall. You drop it, then interact with it again to pick it
up.6) Firefly Lantern – Walk slowly into groups of fireflies. After catching 3 sets, you will receive this item.7) Crystal Ball – Release the chandelier. It will be in a broken section of light.8) Cabinet key – with Crsytal ball, use it on the scale on the table by the stairs.9) Climbing twin buckles – inside Cabinet10) Transparent
card – inside cabinet.11) Projector lens – lower the chandelier, attach it to the fracture. Try to pick him up to get information about his heaviness. Ask Deemo to help, he'll pick up the chandelier while you push it. Doll 1/1, in the middle of the stairs, Light Run 1/1Refer to Aspen Run. A puzzle to use a scary mask. Turn off
the bulb.Expired puzzle you need to spell the word 'awake' with the use of shadows. The following is an image solution. Picture shadow puzzle.You will need the two transparent cards. Use them on the lamp and you'll notice the shadows are misplaced. Ask Deemo to move the drawings. Match the puzzle to the image
below. Projector When you have all the parts collected, interact with it to fix it. Peg Fazalzal Photo Music Puzzle Garden PipeObtain The Golden Sheet Music basement refer to 'The World Below' for more details. The world below Solve all the secrets in the origami gold cellar Music Sheet 1/1 Complete the winning
puzzle.Music Sheet 2/21) After playing the piano you will find it on the floor.2) PuzzleDoll locked box 1/1 Sit on the floor, head in the water. Run Light 1/1Refer L'Ran Collector's Piano Covers Open:Rotating board is on the left side of the piano. You'll see it spell IABP. Make sure only these buttons are pulled Piano
Jigsaw: Listen to the music player song on the left. It should play like this: (right to left) 5-4-3-2-1 and then 5-4-3-2-1 then a 5-1-5.Maze pinball is controlled by moving your controller around. Putting the different colored balls on the different numbers, they will automatically lock in place if true. Another floor piano after



draining the water you will need to hit the notes: (right to left) 4-2-3-1-5.Conductor Puzzle Select the instruments you hear in his song.1) Harp + Front Left Piano.2) Oboe + Trumpet + Two Types of Violin.3) Left Back Piano + Large Oboe + Organ + All 3 Types of Violin.Locked box To access the water for the second time
you can One of the weight screens is broken but it will go like this: (the amount of screws on each page) 2-5-3-0. When it's set to pull the lever. See the picture below. PuzzleIt season it will be difficult to write it, but the picture will show you the right locations to replace the puzzle too (minus the final round). Puzzle
BoxSeason Locked KeyDeemo, help me after you grow your tree to an altitude of 45m, will cutscene for this key. Music DiceObtain The Golden Sheet Music in the Stack Room See 'Between Here and There' for more details. Girl falls mysterious girl who fell from the sky after you start a new game you will see opening
credits and opening. After these, and you regain control of your character it will pop. Music Sheet 6/61) Talk to Dimo. It may be necessary to go out and re-enter for this.2) is rewarded from the book puzzle.3) on the bookshelf. Use your ladder + flashlight to get it.4) on a shelf at the bottom of the stairs.5) under the stairs
when you complete the banner puzzle.6) inside the jukebox. Item 5/5 1) Letter Block – Rewarded from Puzzle.2) Part Lens – Hidden on a Shelf Behind Curtain.3) Ball with Screw at the Bottom – Hidden on a Shelf Behind Curtain.4) Feather Cloth – Hidden on a Shelf Behind a Curtain.5) Fairy Pendant – Inside the Dustoll
Music Box 1/1 After receiving a feather duster, you can break the boards at the beginning of this room. This will lead to a new clause to investigate. One of the shelves will hide that doll. Run Light 1/1Refer to 'Run Collector' book one different puzzles in a loft room. Arrange the spikes in a panoramic image. Here's the
solution. Block a puzzle with the letter block you have now you can finish this puzzle. The word is M I S S (the lines at the bottom). Then spell L I F.Banner jigsaw puzzle you also need a ball with a screw on the bottom to complete it. The other one's on the underground bridge. Puzzle Book Jigsaw Puzzle
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